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Abstract

Background:  In the majority of CRCLM patients, resection appears not to be curative, 
despite its curative intent. Overexpression of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α), glucose 
transporter 1 (SLC2A1; also known as GLUT1) and vascular endothelial growth factor 
A (VEGFA) have been associated with tumor progression and poor prognosis of CRC 
patients. The aim is to investigate the individual and combined prognostic value of HIF1α, 
SLC2A1 and VEGFA in a multi-institutional cohort of patients with resected colorectal 
cancer liver metastasis (CRCLM).

Methods: Tissue microarrays were generated using CRCLM and patient-matched primary 
CRC from patients who underwent CRCLM resection between 1990 and 2010. Prognostic 
value of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA was determined by immunohistochemistry. A 500-
fold cross-validated hazard rate ratio (HRRav) for overall survival was calculated. 

Results: HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression could be evaluated in 328, 350 and 
335 patients, respectively. High SLC2A1 expression was associated with good prognosis 
(HRRav0.67; P(HRR>1)<.01) and high VEGFA expression to poor prognosis (HRRav1.84; 
P(HRR<1)=.02), also after multivariate analysis including established clinicopathological 
prognostic variables (HRRav0.67; P(HRR>1)<.01 and HRRav1.50; P(HRR<1)=.02, 
respectively). SLC2A1 showed prognostic value particularly in patients treated with 
systemic therapy (P<.01), while the prognostic value of VEGFA expression was mainly 
observed in patients not treated with systemic therapy (P<.01). Prognosis was especially 
poor in patients with both low SLC2A1 and high VEGFA expression (P<.01). HIF1α 
expression was not associated with survival. 

Conclusions: SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression are prognostic molecular biomarkers for 
CRCLM patients with added value to established clinicopathological variables.
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Introduction

Approximately one out of two colorectal cancer (CRC) patients develop metastases 
during the course of disease, with dissemination to the liver in approximately 50-
70% of cases.1 Historical five year survival rates of CRC patients with liver metastasis 
(CRCLM) did not exceed 10%.2 However, survival of CRCLM patients eligible for 
curative resection of the affected liver tissue, occasionally combined with radiofrequency 
ablation (RFA), has significantly improved.3 Selection of patients for CRCLM resection 
is based on clinicopathological prognostic parameters  and staging including 18F-labeled 
fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG) PET.4-6 Despite the significant improvements in CRC staging 
and therapy, only 36-58% of these patients will survive for more than five years after liver 
resection with curative intent, indicating that better prognostic biomarkers are needed.2,4 
Hypoxia and hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF) are considered master regulators of metastasis. 
Activation of HIF1 has significant effects on several biological processes, in particular the 
metabolic shift in tumor cells from oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis (i.e. Warburg 
effect), induction of angiogenesis, and increased metastasis.7-9 While HIF1α mRNA and 
protein expression levels are higher in primary CRC compared to normal colon tissue or 
adenomas, no clear relation between its expression and survival of CRC patients has been 
found. Moreover, its putative role as a prognostic biomarker seems to be inconsistent for 
different cancer types.10-12

The metabolic shift from aerobic oxidation to anaerobic glycolysis results in an increased 
cellular demand for glucose, which is achieved by increased expression of membranous 
glucose transporters. Overexpression of the solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose 
transporter), member 1 protein SLC2A1, also known as glucose transporter type 1 or 
GLUT1, is partly regulated by HIF1α and has been associated with tumor progression, 
metastasis and poor prognosis.10,13-17 18F-FDG PET imaging capitalizes on (deoxy)glucose 
uptake via SLC2A1, and increased tracer uptake in CRCLM has been associated with 
unfavorable outcome after resection.18

HIF1 activation also stimulates the release of the potent angiogenesis-stimulating factor 
vascular endothelial growth factor VEGF.19,20 VEGF expression is frequently elevated 
in tumor tissues and has been related to tumor progression, invasion and metastasis.21 
Moreover, VEGF overexpression is an indicator of poor prognosis in various types of 
cancer.22,23 Therapeutic agents such as the monoclonal antibody bevacizumab specifically 
target VEGF, and addition of bevacizumab to conventional first-line therapy has 
significantly improved outcome of patients with advanced CRC.24 In addition, preoperative 
systemic therapy in combination with bevacizumab has improved radical resection rates 
and survival in patients with resectable CRCLM.25

This study retrospectively investigated the individual and combined prognostic value of 
HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression in various subgroups of patients with CRCLM and 
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assessed the added value of these molecular biomarkers to established clinicopathological 
prognostic parameters. Results were validated by a 500-fold cross-validation procedure.

Materials and methods

Patient study population

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue samples were collected of patients who 
underwent CRCLM resection in seven Dutch hospitals affiliated with the DeCoDe PET 
group between 1990 and 2010. A detailed assembling procedure of the study population 
has been described previously.26,27 Summarized, tissue samples were collected from one 
histologically confirmed CRCLM specimen and an adjacent control liver tissue specimen. 
When available, also the corresponding primary tumor and adjacent control colon tissue 
were collected. Patients with multiple primary tumors were excluded. Collection, storage 
and use of clinicopathological data and tissue specimens were performed in compliance 
with the “Code for Proper Secondary Use of Human Tissue in The Netherlands”, and 
approved according to local and national regulations.28

Tissue microarrays

Tissue microarrays (TMAs) were generated according to protocols described 
previously.26,27,29 In brief, from morphologically representative areas of each FFPE donor 
block three core biopsies were taken (diameter 0.6 mm) and transferred into TMA recipient 
paraffin blocks using the 3DHISTECH TMA Master (v1.14, 3DHISTECH Ltd., Budapest, 
Hungary).

Immunohistochemistry

TMA sections of 4 μm were deparaffinized by xylene and rehydrated with a decreasing alcohol 
series. TMAs were immunohistochemically stained for HIF1α (1:500, mouse monoclonal 
antibody, BD Transduction Laboratories, Breda, The Netherlands) using catalyzed signal 
amplification (CSA) system (K1500, Dako, Heverlee, Belgium) as described previously.30 
For the SLC2A1 staining, antigens were retrieved in citric acid (10mM, pH 6) by water 
bath (97°C) heating. Endogenous peroxidase quenching was performed in 0.3% hydrogen 
peroxidase in methanol for 25 minutes. Primary rabbit polyclonal antibody directed 
against human SLC2A1 (1:600, Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) was incubated for 
1 hour at room temperature and detected with secondary anti-rabbit antibodies (Envision 
Plus, Dako, Heverlee, Belgium). For VEGFA staining, antigen retrieval was performed 
in citric acid (10mM, pH 6) by microwave heating. Endogenous peroxidase quenching 
was performed as described above. Primary mouse monoclonal antibody directed against 
human VEGFA isoforms 121, 165 and 189 (1:50, DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) 
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was incubated overnight at 4°C. HRP-coupled polymers were used for primary antibody 
detection (Powervision, Dako, Heverlee, Belgium). Visualization was based upon liquid 
diaminobenzidine substrate chromogen system. Slides were counterstained with Mayer’s 
haematoxylin. FFPE renal cell carcinoma was stained as positive control for HIF1α 
expression and FFPE Caco-2 cells as positive controls for SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression. 
FFPE renal cell carcinoma and Caco-2 cells incubated without primary antibody served as 
negative controls.

Evaluation of protein expression

For digital capture of the immunohistochemical stainings, the Mirax slide scanner system 
was used, equipped with a 20x objective with a numerical aperture of 0.75 (Carl Zeiss 
B.V., Sliedrecht, The Netherlands) and a Sony DFW-X710 Fire Wire 1/3” type progressive 
SCAN IT CCD (pixel size 4.65 x 4.65µm), as described previously.26,27 Neoplastic epithelial 
cells in individual core biopsies were semiquantitatively scored for frequency (categories 
0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-100%) and intensity (categories negative, weak, moderate, 
strong) of nuclear HIF1α, membranous SLC2A1, and cytoplasmic VEGFA expression using 
dedicated TMA scoring software (v1.14.25.1, 3DHISTECH Ltd.,Budapest, Hungary). 
All core biopsies were independently evaluated by a second investigator, unaware of 
clinicopathological information at time of assessment (weighted kappa value Kw,HIF1α=0.85, 
Kw,SLC2A1=0.83 and Kw,VEGFA=0.78).

Statistical analysis

The prognostic value of protein expression was evaluated by 500-fold cross-validation.26,27 
Per cross-validation cycle, the study population was randomly subdivided into a training 
and validation set of equal size. The optimal cut-off for dichotomizing scores in the training 
set into ‘low’ and ‘high’ expression was calculated using receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve analysis for survival data with 3-year overall survival (OS) as the outcome 
of interest, resulting in a cut-off with best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity.31,32 
This cut-off was then used to dichotomize scores of the corresponding validation set and 
the crude hazard rate ratio (HRR) was calculated in a Cox regression analysis with OS as 
outcome. Furthermore, per cycle a HRR was calculated upon addition of the following 
established clinicopathological prognostic variables in a multivariate Cox regression 
analysis: primary tumor-to-CRCLM interval < 12 months, lymph node positivity at time of 
diagnosis of the primary tumor, maximal CRCLM diameter > 5.0 cm, number of CRCLM 
> 1 and serum CEA level > 200 ng/ml.33 The average cross-validated hazard rate ratio 
(HRRav) was calculated from the 500-fold cross-validation procedure. In addition, the 
probability of having an actual HRR with opposite effect of the cross-validated HRRav was 
also calculated (i.e. P(HRR>1) for HIF1α and SLC2A1; P(HRR<1) for VEGFA). OS was 
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defined as the time in months after surgery until death in a follow-up period of 10 years. 
The relation between protein expression and OS in the total patient population and several 
patient subgroups was visualized by Kaplan Meier curves and a P-value was calculated by 
logrank testing, using the most frequently selected cut-off in the cross-validation procedure 
as the optimal cut-off for dichotomization. Correlations between proteins were calculated 
using Pearson’s chi-square test and combined prognostic value of the three markers was 
assessed by stepwise backward regression analysis, also including the clinicopathological 
variables, with P>.1 as exclusion criterion. Excluded from analyses were patients who died 
within 2 months after liver resection, when no data was available on survival status or time 
of survival, or when tissue cores were non-evaluable due to technical reasons (Fig. 1). All 
statistical tests were two-sided with P values considered significant when <.05. All data 
reported was REMARK compliant.34 Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 
Statistics 20.0 software (SPSS Inc., Illinois, USA) and R Statistics 3.0.1 software (RStudio 
Inc., Boston, USA). 

CRC patients having had liver resection between 1990 and 2010 (n=507)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=71)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=49)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=64)

Available for HIF1α
evaluation (n=328)

Available for SLC2A1
evaluation (n=350)

Available for VEGFA 
evaluation (n=335)

CRCLM patients available for analysis (n=399)

Excluded from analysis (n=108)
• Survival less than 2 months (n=61)
• Unknown outcome or time of survival (n=47)

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the study cohort. A total of 507 patients with resectable CRCLM were 
available to the current study population. After exclusion of patients with OS shorter than 2 months, 
unknown outcome or OS or due to technical reasons, 328 patients remained available for evaluation 
of HIF1α expression, 350 patients for evaluation of SLC2A1 expression and 335 patients for 
evaluation of VEGFA expression
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Results

Prognostic value of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA

A total of 507 patients with resectable CRCLM were available to the current study 
population. CRCLM tissue was obtained from all patients and from 234 patients matched 
primary tumor tissue was also available. Cumulative five-year OS of the study population 
was 41.2% (Supplemental Digital Content 1). Characteristics of the study population have 
been extensively described previously; a summary of patient characteristics is given in 
Supplemental Digital Content 2.26,27

Expression of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA in CRCLM was visualized by 
immunohistochemistry (Fig. 2). Intensity and frequency of stained CRCLM epithelial cells 
were evaluated for nuclear HIF1α expression in 328 patients (Fig. 1 and Supplemental 
Digital Content 3). The cross-validation procedure indicated a trend between high frequency 
of nuclear HIF1α expression and increased OS (HRRav 0.80; P(HRR>1)=.06; Supplemental 
Digital Content 4A), also upon inclusion of the established clinicopathological variables 
in a multivariate analysis (HRRav 0.77; P(HRR>1)=.06; Supplemental Digital Content 
4B). Upon dichotomization of the whole study cohort using the most frequently selected 
cut-off for HIF1α expression in the 500 training sets (Supplemental Digital Content 5A), 
the cumulative median OS of patients with low HIF1α expression was 45 months and 
of patients with high HIF1α expression 52 months (P=.18, Fig. 3A). Intensity scores of 
nuclear HIF1α expression were not associated with OS (data not shown).
For 350 patients, immunohistochemical staining of CRCLM epithelial cells was scored 
for intensity and frequency of membranous SCL2A1 expression (Fig. 1 and Supplemental 
Digital Content 3). OS of patients with high intensity scores for SLC2A1 expression 
was better than of patients with low SLC2A1 expression (HRRav 0.67; P(HRR>1)<.01; 
Supplemental Digital Content 4C). Prognostic value of SLC2A1 expression was hardly 
confounded by the standard clinical and pathological prognostic variables (HRRav 0.65; 
P(HRR>1)<.01; Supplemental Digital Content 4D). After dichotomization for SLC2A1 
expression (Supplemental Digital Content 5B), cumulative median OS of patients with 
low and high SLC2A1 expression was 44 months and 55 months, respectively (P=.01; Fig. 
3B). Frequency scores of SLC2A1 expression on membranes of CRCLM cells were not 
associated with OS (data not shown). 
VEGFA immunohistochemical staining was scored based on its cytoplasmic expression in 
neoplastic CRCLM epithelium in 335 patients (Fig. 1 and Supplemental Digital Content 
3). High intensity scores of VEGFA expression were associated with decreased OS 
(HRRav 1.48; P(HRR<1)=.02; Supplemental Digital Content 4E). Inclusion of VEGFA 
expression in a multivariate analysis together with the established clinicopathological 
variables also demonstrated its independent association with poor prognosis (HRRav 1.50; 
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P(HRR<1)=.02; Supplemental Digital Content 4F). After dichotomization for VEGFA 
expression (Supplemental Digital Content 5C), cumulative median OS of patients with low 
cytoplasmic VEGFA levels was 61 months and of patients with high cytoplasmic VEGFA 
levels 35 months (P<.01; Fig. 3C). Frequency scores of cytoplasmic VEGFA expression 
were not associated with OS (data not shown).

Figure 2: Staining examples of (A) low HIF1α expression, (B) high HIF1α expression , (C) low 
SLC2A1 expression, (D) high SLC2A1 expression, (E) low VEGFA expression and (F) high VEGFA 
expression in epithelium of CRCLM

Prognostic value of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression in patient 
subgroups

The prognostic value of the dichotomized scores for HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA 
expression in CRCLM was evaluated separately for patients with colon and rectal cancer. 
No association was found between HIF1α expression and OS, neither in colon cancer 
patients (P=.54; Supplemental Digital Content 6A) nor in rectal cancer patients (P=.12; 
Supplemental Digital Content 6D). A statistically non-significant trend was observed for 
the association between high SLC2A1 expression and OS in both colon and rectal cancer 
patients (P=.08; Supplemental Digital Content 6B and P=.09; Supplemental Digital Content 
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6E, respectively). High VEGFA expression in CRCLM was significantly associated with 
decreased OS in colon cancer patients (P<.01; Supplemental Digital Content 6C), but not 
in rectal cancer patients (P=.21; Supplemental Digital Content 6F).
Next, prognostic value was evaluated separately in patients either or not treated with 
systemic therapy perioperative to CRCLM resection (Supplemental Digital Content 7). In 
neither subgroup HIF1α expression was related to OS (P=.12; Fig. 3D and P=.46; Fig. 3G, 
respectively). High levels of SLC2A1 expression were not associated with OS in patients 
not treated with systemic therapy (P=.20; Fig. 3E), but were associated with increased 
OS in patients treated with systemic therapy (P<.01; Fig. 3H). High VEGFA expression 
in CRCLM was associated with poor OS in patients who were not treated with systemic 
therapy (P<.01; Fig. 3F), but not in patients who were treated with systemic therapy 
(P=.16; Fig. 3I).

Combined prognostic value of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression

Considering the biological relation between expression of HIF1, SLC2A1, and VEGFA, we 
investigated the potential added value of combining individual markers. HIF1α expression 
was significantly associated with SLC2A1 expression (P=.02; Supplemental Digital 
Content 8). VEGFA expression was not associated with either HIF1α (P=.12) or SLC2A1 
expression (P=.85). In the multivariate Cox regression analysis, with OS as dependent 
variable and HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression as well as the established prognostic 
clinicopathological variables as independent variables, only SLC2A1 expression (HRR 
0.66, 95%CI 0.43-1.00, P=.05) and VEGFA expression (HRR 1.53, 95%CI 1.01-2.32, 
P=.04) were retained in the final model (Supplemental Digital Content 9). Prognosis 
of patients having CRCLM with low SLC2A1 and high VEGFA expression levels was 
significantly worse compared to patients having CRCLM with high SLC2A1 and low 
VEGFA levels (P<.01; Fig. 4A). Moreover, combining SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression 
increased the OS difference between these subgroups both in patients who were not treated 
with systemic therapy (P<.01; Fig. 4B) and in patients who were treated with systemic 
therapy (P=.01; Fig. 4C).

HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression in patient-matched primary CRC and 
CRCLM

HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression could be compared for 155, 160 and 135 pairs 
of matched primary CRC and CRCLM tissue specimens, respectively (Supplemental 
Digital Content 10 and Supplemental Digital Content 11). HIF1α scores were concordant 
for 55.5% of primary CRC-CRCLM pairs (P=.54). SLC2A1 scores were concordant in 
56.8% (P=.09) and VEGFA scores in 54.1% (P=.44) of CRC-CRCLM pairs. When pairs 
of primary CRC and matched synchronous or metachronous CRCLM were evaluated 
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separately, scores were similarly concordant (data not shown). Preoperative systemic 
therapy might affect tissue characteristics at time of surgery, however, when only patients 
were considered not treated with systemic therapy within six months prior to either primary 
CRC or CRCLM resection, scores were similarly concordant (Supplementary Table S7).

Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier graphs depicting OS in months for (A,B,C) the total study population, 
(D,E,F) patients in which CRCLM were not treated with systemic therapy and (G,H,I) patients in 
which CRCLM were treated with systemic therapy. OS was stratified by (A,D,G) HIF1α expression, 
(B,E,H) SLC2A1 expression and (C,F,I) VEGFA expression. Information of systemic therapy was 
unavailable for n=13, n=12 and n=10 patients of whom tissue samples were evaluated for HIF1α, 
SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression, respectively. P-values were calculated using the logrank test
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Figure 4: Kaplan-Meier graph depicting OS in months stratified by combinations of SLC2A1 and 
VEGFA expression in CRCLM for (A) the total study population, (B) patients who were not treated 
with systemic therapy and (C) patients who were treated with systemic therapy. HRR compares 
patients with high SLC2A1 and low VEGFA expression with patients with low SLC2A1 and high 
VEGFA expression. P-values were calculated using the logrank test.
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Discussion

We investigated the prognostic value of HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA protein expression 
in a large series of patients with resectable CRCLM. With 500-fold cross-validation, we 
demonstrated that high expression of SLC2A1 in CRCLM epithelial cells was an indicator 
of good prognosis. High levels of VEGFA in CRCLM epithelium, on the other hand, 
were associated with decreased OS. In patients in whom SCL2A1 expression was low 
and VEGFA expression was high, prognosis was even worse. Expression of HIF1α was 
not significantly related to OS. The difference in cumulative median OS between patients 
with low and high expression was 11 months for SLC2A1 and 26 months for VEGFA. 
Multivariate analysis including HIF1α, SLC2A1 or VEGFA expression with established 
clinicopathological prognostic variables, such as lymph node positivity, presence of more 
than a single CRCLM, maximal CRCLM diameter larger than 5.0cm, serum CEA level 
higher than 200ng/ml, presentation of CRCLM within 12 months after diagnosis of the 
primary tumor, did not substantially affect the associations between protein expression and 
OS.
It has been proposed that hypoxia plays a less prominent role in the development of CRCLM 
than of primary CRC, particularly for the outer cells of a metastatic lesion, since the liver 
has great vascular density.35 HIF-negative tumor cells behave more aggressively in hypoxic 
environments than HIF1-competent cells, as they become independent of angiogenic 
blood supply and therefore increase their anti-apoptotic and cell survival capabilities.36-39 
This may explain the trend between low HIF1α expression and decreased OS and the 
association between low SLC2A1 expression, which positively correlated to HIF1α 
expression, and decreased OS. Although overexpression of HIF1α has been associated 
with increased survival in a variety of cancer types, amongst which prostate, head and 
neck, lung, ovarian and oral squamous cell carcinomas, no such conclusion could be drawn 
in the study population under investigation.11,37,40,41 Possibly, the actual prognostic value 
of HIF1α – and potentially also of SLC2A1 – in our study population has been somewhat 
underestimated. These proteins generally show focal, perinecrotic expression patterns and 
such immunohistochemical staining patterns are less easy to interpret when using TMAs 
compared to when using full tissue sections.10 Alternatively, although cells with a glycolytic 
phenotype have a selective advantage in metastasis, it has been demonstrated that the 
transition from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism is most relevant during early stages of 
tumor development.9,13 Therefore, the prognostic effects of HIF1α expression may be more 
prominent in early stage disease than in advanced disease, because its effects in metastatic 
lesions may become obscured by additional somatic alterations. 
In primary CRC patients, VEGFA overexpression has been linked to decreased survival in 
numerous studies and we now show that expression of VEGFA is also related to decreased 
survival in resectable CRCLM.22 The lack of correlation between VEGFA expression 
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and either HIF1α or SLC2A1 expression indicates that the prognostic value of VEGFA 
expression in CRCLM could largely be attributed to HIF1alpha-independent activation of 
VEGFA through other (oncogenic) pathways, such as via KRAS, PDGF or TGFβ signaling. 
Disruption of KRAS in human colon carcinoma cells has been associated with decreased 
VEGF activity, however, the clinical relevance of this relation has not yet been determined 
as efficacy of treatment with bevacizumab could not be predicted based on KRAS status.42,43 
Correspondingly, although it has been demonstrated that VEGF RNA expression levels 
increased upon the introduction of PDGF and TGFβ to vascular cells, neither PDGF nor 
TGFβ protein expression has been associated with prediction of bevacizumab therapy 
response.44,45 Alternatively, increased expression of SLC2A1 or VEGFA might partly be a 
result of activation of the upstream effector HIF2α, rather than of HIF1α. Although HIF2α 
expression in CRC has conflictingly been associated with tumor progression, it might 
explain the contrasting prognostic effect of SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression observed 
in the current study. 46,47 Further investigation is required to confirm the correlations that 
might exist between these markers and the proteins under investigation. 
We also evaluated the potential to predict biomarker expression in CRCLM based on its 
expression level in matched primary CRC samples, since alterations occurring during 
carcinogenesis of the primary tumor are often maintained in corresponding CRCLM.48,49 
For none of the proteins, however, expression was correlated between the primary tumor 
and matched CRCLM. Similar to hypoxia, it has been suggested that angiogenesis is less 
pronounced in CRCLM compared to primary CRC.35,50-52 This may explain the lack of 
correlation between expression of the biomarkers investigated in this study in primary 
CRC and corresponding CRCLM and could imply that determination of their expression 
in CRCLM, but not in the primary tumor, may be clinically useful. Molecular imaging can 
provide such information, which emphasizes its potential as added tool for preoperative 
assessment of patient eligibility for CRCLM resection.
SLC2A1 expression showed similar prognostic value in both CRCLM originating from 
colon and rectal cancer. For VEGFA expression, the prognostic value appeared to be limited 
to colon cancer patients. It has been shown that VEGFA expression levels commonly are 
different for tumors in the proximal and distal parts of the colorectum.53 Additionally, 
VEGFA expression levels are generally lower in colon tumors with high level microsatellite 
instability (MSI), which are more common in the right colon.54,55 This might speculate that 
VEGFA expression plays a different role in the carcinogenesis of tumors in different parts 
of the large intestine and could explain why VEGFA expression only has prognostic value 
in colon cancer patients, but not in rectal cancer patients. Unfortunately, the MSI status 
was not known for the patients evaluated in our study, so we could not further investigate 
its potential confounding effect on the prognostic value of VEGFA. However, only 3% of 
CRCLM is estimated to be MSI and, as such, MSI is suggested only to play a minor role in 
CRCLM compared to primary CRC.56 
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Considering treatment with systemic therapy, SLC2A1 expression appeared to be 
associated with OS mainly in patients treated with systemic therapy. Tumor cells 
responding to therapeutic agents are usually cells with a higher metabolic rate than cells 
which are in a quiescent-like state.57-59 Highly active tumor cells have enhanced glycolytic 
capacity, which results in an upregulation of membranous SLC2A1 to meet the increasing 
demand for glucose.60,61 Overexpression of SLC2A1 in CRCLM may thus indicate a higher 
susceptibility of tumor cells to treatment with systemic therapy and therefore be a predictor 
of good prognosis specifically in this patient subgroup. VEGFA expression appeared to 
be a prognostic biomarker only in patients who were not treated with systemic therapy. 
This may indicate that conventional systemic therapies affect VEGFA-related biological 
processes, improving survival of patients with a poor prognosis. 
Addition of bevacizumab to standard systemic therapy regimens has greatly improved 
outcome.24,25 Although response to bevacizumab treatment could not be predicted based 
on VEGFA expression,62 VEGFA levels appeared to be reduced significantly following 
treatment with the antibody.63 In the present study population, 29 patients had been treated 
with bevacizumab (Supplemental Digital Content 7), of whom VEGFA expression could be 
evaluated in 20 patients (Supplemental Digital Content 12). Excluding these patients from 
survival analysis effectively improved the prognostic value of VEGFA expression (P<.01), 
suggesting that treatment with bevacizumab improves survival especially of patients with 
high VEGFA expression. In addition to the assessment of VEGFA expression in CRCLM 
tissue, it may also be of interest to assess VEGFA levels in the circulation. Unfortunately, 
such data was not available for the patients in the current study. 
Our results show that the combination of low SLC2A1 and high VEGFA expression in 
CRCLM was associated with poor prognosis, independent of treatment with systemic 
therapy. Therefore, assessment of SLC2A1 levels on top of VEGFA expression in CRCLM 
may improve outcome by selecting patients eligible for CRCLM resection and, furthermore, 
selecting patients highly expressing both VEGFA and SLC2A1 as best candidates for 
additional systemic treatment. 
Assessment of biomarker expression in vivo is commonly performed by molecular 
imaging modalities, such as PET. Tracers generally associated with SLC2A1 expression 
are already used in clinical PET (i.e. 18FDG) and addition of specific VEGFA tracers (e.g. 
89Zr-bevacizumab) are used to visualize VEGFA expression. Currently, patients are often 
selected for CRCLM resection using 18FDG PET imaging, which may cause a selection 
bias in the study population under investigation. That is, increased SLC2A1 expression 
in CRCLM may result in increased uptake of 18FDG. In such cases, occult CRCLM are 
more likely to be discovered and subsequently resected, which may result in a favorable 
prognosis of these patients. Nevertheless, high uptake of 18FDG in CRCLM has previously 
also been related to worse outcome.18 However, it is not clear to which extent increased 
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tracer uptake is caused by epithelial cells or stromal cells, like macrophages; the latter 
generally also have a high glucose consumption, and high macrophage infiltration has 
been related to tumor cell survival in late stage disease.64,65 As many other factors next to 
SLC2A1 expression affect uptake of 18FDG, it remains questionable if SLC2A1 expression 
could be proportionally associated with 18FDG uptake.66 
In conclusion, expression of SLC2A1 and VEGFA are biomarkers for outcome after 
CRCLM resection. Combined, expression of these proteins can be used to predict survival 
irrespective of systemic treatment. Further research is needed to externally validate our 
results and to explore possibilities to stratify patients based on SLC2A1, but also on 
VEGFA expression levels, for example via ex vivo evaluation of tumor tissue. 
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Supplementary table S1: Patient Characteristics

 Total Population  Total Population

Clinicopathological variable
n

/ mean
/ median

%
/ st.dev.
/ range

Clinicopathological variable
n

/ mean
/ median

%
/ st.dev.
/ range

General characteristics   Liver metastasis characteristics   

All 507  Age at liver resection   

Gender  mean (st.dev.) 63.3 0.5

 male (%) 320 63.1  median (range) 64.3 27.6-83.9

 female (%) 187 36.9 Synchronous liver metastasis Δ   

OS after liver resection in months  yes (%) Δ 221 43.6

 mean (st.dev.) 37.2 1.7  no (%) Δ 261 51.5

 median (range) 27 3.0-212.0  unknown (%) Δ 25 4.9

 Distribution liver metastases   

     left half 90 17.8

Primary CRC characteristics        segment 1 (%) 18 3.6

Age at primary CRC resection         segment 2 (%) 116 22.9

 mean (st.dev.) 61.9 0.5       segment 3 (%) 135 26.6

 median (range) 62.8 24.4-83.3       segment 4 (%) 134 26.4

Primary tumor location    right half 259 51.0

 left colon (%) 245 48.3       segment 5 (%) 171 33.7

 right colon (%) 95 18.7       segment 6 (%) 212 41.8

 rectum (%) 151 29.8       segment 7 (%) 211 41.6

 unknown (%) 16 3.2       segment 8 (%) 182 35.9

Histological grade    both left and right half 146 28.8

 poorly differentiated (%) 38 7.5  unknown 12 2.4

 moderately differentiated (%) 288 56.8 Maximal CRCLM diameter in cm Δ   

 well-differentiated (%) 14 2.8  mean (st.dev.) 4.1 0.1

 unknown (%) 167 32.9  median (range) 3.5 0.2-22.0

Maximal CRC diameter in cm    maximal diameter ≤ 5.0 cm (%) Δ 372 73.4

 mean (st.dev.) 4.4 0.1  maximal diameter > 5.0 cm (%) Δ 126 24.8

 median (range) 4 0.2-12.0  maximal diameter unknown (%) Δ 9 1.8

Positive lymph nodes detected Δ  Number of CRCLM Δ   

 yes (%) Δ 190 37.5  mean (st.dev.) 2 0.1

 no (%) Δ 154 30.4  median (range) 2 1-12

 unknown (%) Δ 163 32.1  nr of CRCLM = 1 (%) Δ 248 48.9
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Supplementary Table S1: Continued

 Total Population  Total Population

Clinicopathological variable
n

/ mean
/ median

%
/ st.dev.
/ range

Clinicopathological variable
n

/ mean
/ median

%
/ st.dev.
/ range

Systemic treatment of primary CRC   nr of CRCLM > 1 (%) Δ 253 49.9

 colon cancer    nr of CRCLM unknown (%) Δ 6 1.2

    preoperative (%) 9 2.6 Serum CEA level Δ   

    perioperative (%) 0 0  mean (st.dev.) 101.6 38.5

    postoperative (%) 91 26.8  median (range) 15 0.5-6625.0

    none (%) 226 66.5  serum CEA level ≤ 200 ng/ml (%) Δ 166 32.7

    unknown (%) 14 4.1  serum CEA level > 200 ng/ml (%) Δ 13 2.6

 rectal cancer    serum CEA level unknown (%) Δ 328 64.7

    preoperative (%) 25 16.5 Extrahepatic metastases   

    perioperative (%) 1 0.7  yes (%) 36 7.1

    postoperative (%) 24 15.9  no (%) 423 83.4

    none (%) 98 64.9  unknown (%) 48 9.5

    unknown (%) 3 2 Resection in combination with RFA

primary tumor location unknown   yes (%) 109 21.5

    preoperative (%) 1 6.3  no (%) 357 70.4

    perioperative (%) 0 0.0  unknown (%) 41 8.1

    postoperative (%) 1 6.3 Systemic treatment of liver metastases

    none (%) 12 75.0  preoperative (%) 60 11.8

   unknown (%) 2 12.5  perioperative (%) 12 2.4

Radiotherapeutic treatment of primary CRC  postoperative (%) 97 19.1

yes (%) 113 22.3  none (%) 321 63.3

no (%) 392 77.3  unknown (%) 17 3.4

unknown (%) 2 0.4
OS: overall survival; CEA: carcino-embryonic antigen; RFA: radiofrequency ablation; Δ Clinical risk score variable 
[2]
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Supplementary Table S2:  Distribution of scores

Total Population

Frequency score n %

HIF1α

   0-25% 226 68.9

   26-50% 56 17.1

   51-75% 20 6.1

   76-100% 26 7.9

SLC2A1

   0-25% 278 79.4

   26-50% 42 12.0

   51-75% 16 4.6

   76-100% 14 4.0

VEGFA

   0-25% 139 41.5

   26-50% 59 17.6

   51-75% 22 6.6

   76-100% 115 34.3

Intensity score n %

HIF1α

   negative 50 15.2

   weak 124 37.8

   moderate 63 19.2

   strong 91 27.8

SLC2A1

   negative 93 26.6

   weak 35 10.0

   moderate 43 12.3

   strong 179 51.1

VEGFA

   negative 14 4.2

   weak 79 23.6

   moderate 141 42.1

   strong 101 30.1
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Supplementary Table S3: Systemic therapy and decade of liver resection [26]

1990-2010 1990-1999 2000-2010
1990-1999

vs. 
2000-2010

Clinicopathological variable n* % n % n % P

All 507 106 398

CRCLM treated with systemic therapy 169 33.3 22 20.8 146 36.7 .001

5FU only 6 3.6 3 13.6 3 2.1 .08

5FU + Leucovorin 39 23.1 16 72.7 22 15.1 .001

5FU + Leucovorin + Oxaliplatin 15 8.9 0 0.0 15 10.3 .04

5FU + Leucovorin + Irinotecan 2 1.2 0 0.0 2 1.4 .47

5FU + Leucovorin + other 1 0.6 0 0.0 1 0.7 .61

5FU + other 1 0.6 1 4.5 0 0.0 .05

Capecitabine only 7 4.1 0 0.0 7 4.8 .17

Capecitabine + Oxaliplatin 40 23.7 0 0.0 40 27.4 .001

Capecitabine + Oxaliplatin + Bevacizumab 27 16.0 0 0.0 27 18.5 .006

Capecitabine + Oxaliplatin + Bevacizumab + Cetuximab 2 1.2 0 0.0 2 1.4 .47

Capecitabine + Oxaliplatin + other 3 1.8 0 0.0 3 2.1 .37

Capecitabine + other 6 3.6 2 9.1 4 2.7 .46

Chemotherapeutic agent unknown 20 11.8 0 0.0 20 13.7 .02
* Decade of liver resection unknown for n=3 patients, of which n=1 patient received systemic therapy.
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Supplementary Table S4: Level of concordance between biomarker expression. Correlation of 
expression was calculated using chi-square testing.

low  
SLC2A1

high 
SLC2A1

Total

P=.02

low 
HIF1α

n = 141
35.6%

n = 130
32.8%

n = 271
68.4%

high 
HIF1α

n = 49
12.4%

n = 76
19.2%

n = 125
52.0%

Total n = 190
48.0%

n = 206
52.0%

n = 396

low
 VEGFA

high 
VEGFA

Total

P=.12

low 
HIF1α

n = 184
47.4%

n = 78
20.1%

n = 262
67.5%

high 
HIF1α

n = 98
25.3%

n = 28
7.2%

n = 126
32.5%

Total n = 282
72.7%

n = 106
27.3%

n = 388

low 
SLC2A1

high  
SLC2A1

Total

P=.85

low 
VEGFA

n = 146
35.4%

n = 153
37.1%

n = 299
72.6%

high 
VEGFA

n = 54
13.1%

n = 59
14.3%

n = 113
27.4%

Total n = 200
48.5%

n = 212
51.5%

n = 412

Supplementary Table S5: Multivariate Cox regression analysis.

Covariate HRR 95%CI P

primary tumor-to-CRCLM interval < 12 months 1.12 0.74-1.70 .60

lymph node positivity at time of diagnosis of the primary tumor 1.45 0.95-2.21 .09

maximal CRCLM diameter > 5.0 cm 1.22 0.77-1.94 .40

number of CRCLM > 1 1.28 0.85-1.94 .25

serum CEA level > 200 ng/ml 0.80 0.55-1.17 .26

HIF1α expression 0.84 0.54-1.31 .44

SLC2A1 expression 0.66 0.43-1.00 .05

VEGFA expression 1.53 1.01-2.32 .04

HRR: hazard rate ratio; 95%CI: 95% confidence interval
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Supplementary Table S6: Level of concordance between biomarker expression in primary CRC and 
corresponding CRCLM. Correlation of expression was calculated using chi-square testing. 

expression in primary CRC Chi square

ex
pr

es
si

on
 in

 C
R

C
 li

ve
r 

m
et

as
ta

se
s

HIF1α low high Total

P=.54

low n = 66
42.6%

n = 46
29.7%

n = 112
72.3%

high n = 23
14.8%

n = 20
12.9%

n = 43
27.7%

Total n = 89
57.4%

n = 66
42.6%

n = 155

SLC2A1 low high Total

P=.09

low n = 57
35.6%

n = 25
15.6%

n = 82
51.2%

high n = 44
27.5%

n = 34
21.2%

n = 78
48.8%

Total n = 101
63.1%

n = 59
36.9%

n = 160

VEGFA low high Total

P=.44

low n = 52
38.5%

n = 43
31.9%

n = 95
70.4%

high n = 19
14.1%

n = 21
15.6%

n = 40
29.6%

Total n = 71
52.6%

n = 64
47.4%

n = 135
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Supplementary Table S7: Level of concordance between biomarker expression in primary CRC 
and corresponding CRCLM of patients that were not treated with systemic therapy within six 
months preoperative to primary tumor resection and/or liver resection. Correlation of expression was 
calculated using chi-square testing.

expression in primary CRC Chi square

ex
pr

es
si

on
 in

 C
R

C
 li

ve
r 

m
et

as
ta

se
s

HIF1α low high Total P=.31

low n = 51
41.5%

n = 32
26.0%

n = 83
67.5%

high n = 22
17.9%

n = 18
14.6%

n = 40
32.5%

Total n = 73
59.3%

n = 50
40.7%

n = 123

SLC2A1 low high Total P=.19

low n = 49
37.7%

n = 23
17.7%

n = 72
55.4%

high n = 33
25.4%

n = 25
19.2%

n = 58
44.6%

Total n = 82
63.1%

n = 48
36.9%

n = 130

VEGFA low high Total P=.13

low n = 43
39.1%

n = 39
35.5%

n = 82
74.5%

high n = 10
9.1%

n = 18
16.4%

n = 28
25.5%

Total n = 53
48.2%

n = 57
51.8%

n = 110
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Supplementary Figure S1. Kaplan-Meier graph depicting OS in months of the total study 

population. Patients with OS less than 2 months and unknown outcome or time of OS were 

removed from analysis [26].

Supplementary Figure S1: Kaplan-Meier graph depicting OS in months of the total study 
population. Patients with OS less than 2 months and unknown outcome or time of OS were removed 
from analysis [26].
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Supplementary Figure S2. Distribution of the cross-validated HRRs after (A) univariate 
analysis of HIF1α expression, (B) multivariate analysis of HIF1α expression, (C) univariate 
analysis of SLC2A1 expression, (D) multivariate analysis of SLC2A1 expression, (E) 
univariate analysis of VEGFA expression and (F) multivariate analysis of VEGFA expression 
with OS as outcome.

Supplementary Figure S2: Distribution of the cross-validated HRRs after (A) univariate analysis of 
HIF1α expression, (B) multivariate analysis of HIF1α expression, (C) univariate analysis of SLC2A1 
expression, (D) multivariate analysis of SLC2A1 expression, (E) univariate analysis of VEGFA 
expression and (F) multivariate analysis of VEGFA expression with OS as outcome.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Distribution of the selected cut-off points for frequency and 

intensity scores in the training sets of (A) HIF1α expression, (B) SLC2A1 expression and (C) 

VEGFA expression. Cut-off points for (A) frequency scores are (1) 1-25% vs. 26-100%, (2)

1-50% vs. 51-100%, (3) 1-75% vs. 76-100% and for (B,C) intensity scores (1) negative vs. 

Supplementary Figure S3: Distribution of the selected cut-off points for frequency and intensity 
scores in the training sets of (A) HIF1α expression, (B) SLC2A1 expression and (C) VEGFA 
expression. Cut-off points for (A) frequency scores are (1) 1-25% vs. 26-100%, (2) 1-50% vs. 51-
100%, (3) 1-75% vs. 76-100% and for (B,C) intensity scores (1) negative vs. weak, moderate, strong, 
(2) negative, weak vs. moderate, strong, (3) negative, weak, moderate vs. strong. Stainings were 
dichotomized using the most frequently selected cut-off in the training sets.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Kaplan-Meier graphs depicting OS in months for (A,B,C,) 

patients with CRCLM originating from colon cancer and (D,E,F) patients with CRCLM 

originating from rectal cancer. OS was stratified by (A,D) HIF1α expression, (B,E) SLC2A1 

expression and (C,F) VEGFA expression. Origin of primary tumor (colon or rectum) was 

unkown for n=8, n=5 and n=7 patients of whom tissue samples were evaluated for HIF1α, 

Supplementary Figure S4: Kaplan-Meier graphs depicting OS in months for (A,B,C,) patients with 
CRCLM originating from colon cancer and (D,E,F) patients with CRCLM originating from rectal 
cancer. OS was stratified by (A,D) HIF1α expression, (B,E) SLC2A1 expression and (C,F) VEGFA 
expression. Origin of primary tumor (colon or rectum) was unknown for n=8, n=5 and n=7 patients 
of whom tissue samples were evaluated for HIF1α, SLC2A1 and VEGFA expression, respectively. 
P-values were calculated using the logrank test.
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CRC patients having had liver resection between 1990 and 2010 (n=507)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=79)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=74)

Excluded due 
to technical 

reasons (n=99)

Available for HIF1α
correlation analysis

 (n=155)

Available for SLC2A1 Available for VEGFA 

Primary CRC specimens unavailable (n=273)

correlation analysis
 (n=160)

correlation analysis
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Supplementary Figure S5. Flow diagram of patients of whom primary tumor specimens were 
available.

Supplementary Figure S6. Kaplan-Meier graphs depicting OS in months, stratified by 

VEGFA expression for (A) patients in which CRCLM were not treated with Bevacizumab

and (B) patients in which CRCLM were treated with Bevacizumab. Information of treatment 

with Bevacizumab was unavailable for n=10 patients of whom tissue samples were evaluated 

for VEGFA expression.

Supplementary Figure S6: Kaplan-Meier graphs depicting OS in months, stratified by VEGFA 
expression for (A) patients in which CRCLM were not treated with Bevacizumab and (B) patients 
in which CRCLM were treated with Bevacizumab. Information of treatment with Bevacizumab was 
unavailable for n=10 patients of whom tissue samples were evaluated for VEGFA expression.
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